
Point C. SOI Rollback 
Verdi/Mogul 

Traffic



Complex, dangerous and 
outdated intersection 

4 freeway ramps 
5 way intersection
2 ungated train crossings both ways, low visibility
Tahoe-Pyramid bike trail, bus stop
Recreational use dangerous because of underpass 

XX
XX



Bad visibility, trains from both sides

XX
X X



XX



Industrial traffic detrimental 

4 freeway ramps 
5 way intersection
2 ungated train crossings both ways, low visibility
Tahoe-Pyramid bike trail, bus stop
Recreational use dangerous because of underpass 

XX
XX



Traffic in Mogul: The west-
bound on ramp



The “Green Book” by the American 
Association of State Highway 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO)



On ramp minimal length



Westbound on-ramp not up to minimal 
safety standards

is: 230 ft

<300-500 ft requirement



Table 10-3 in “The Green Book”



X 1.5              



Minimal length of acceleration lane

Should be: 
0 - 2 % uphill:1120 ft 
3-4 % uphill:1120 ft x 1.5 = 1680 ft

Is: 230 ft, no shoulder

cars, not trucks 



Recommended Merging Speed:
60 mph                  



v1=30 mph

a max = 1 m/s
l = 230 ft
g = 9.81 m/s2
h = 1 m 
v = 20 mph (9 m/s)

Calculations by Peter Hausamann, UNR engineer, 2019



Trucks merging onto 
I-80 west at 30 mph

Photo: 10-15-19 at 3 pm

Recommended speed: 60 mph



Crash data exit 7 2015-2017

Cluster of crashes around this ramp, 3x more than on the 
opposite on-ramp
https://ndot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00d23dc547eb4382bef9beabe07eaefd



RTC (Regional Transportation commission) 
predicts 5 fold traffic increase of the westbound 

on-ramp

https://rtcwashoe.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2e4d916f2149

X 5



Industrial zoning incompatible with 
infrastructure

• West bound on-ramp needs to be elongated to 
avoid future liability

• Underpass needs to be updated ($$$)

• Who’s going to pay for this? The developer?
• County: federal relief money?

• => We need independent, non-biased  traffic 
study BEFORE zoning decision!
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